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every other friday afternoon at 4 pm, while many on 

campus celebrate the arrival of the weekend, a dozen or so 

Tulane faculty and graduate students together with four 

visiting Faculty Fellows, and four Graduate Fellows at the 

Center for Ethics, gather in 307 Tilton Hall to discuss the 

latest scholarship in ethics and public affairs.  

After an animated two-hour 

discussion moderated by Murphy 

Institute Director Rick Teichgraeber, 

the group breaks but then continues 

conversation for another hour over 

drinks and appetizers in the Tilton 

Hall lobby. Some from the group 

keep the talk going through dinner, 

often late into the evening. 



when the murphy institute launched the center for ethics and public 

affairs in 2001, its twofold mission was to forge an internal alliance among 

Tulane faculty and graduate programs focused on particular issues in the field 

of ethics and public affairs, and to move those faculty and programs from a 

position of highly competitive to nationally and internationally eminent.

The idea that first gave life to the center 

was that Tulane should have a place 

where its faculty and students could rig-

orously examine critical issues of right 

and wrong, justice and injustice, citizen-

ship and community, the ethical manage-

ment of organizations, and the ethics of 

the professions. because full understand-

ing of these issues eludes disciplinary spe-

cialization, we also believed this work 

should be carried on as a collaboration of 

scholars from across the University’s pro-

fessional schools and colleges.

Thanks to hurricane katrina, much has changed at Tulane and in new orleans 

since then. but the issues that the murphy institute was concerned with when 

the center for ethics was established are as vivid and relevant today as they 

were seven years ago. There also can be little question that, despite damage 

done by katrina; the center has gained national and international prominence 

as a “think-tank” in ethics and public affairs.

The building blocks of success have been various. chief among them, in my 

view, have been the following:

    PPE: A Journal of Politics, Philosophy, and Economics. The first issue of PPE 

appeared in february, 2002. since then, according to alex Rosenberg (R. 

Taylor cole Professor of Philosophy, duke University) the journal has become 

the first place many scholars look for new work at the intersection of politics, 

philosophy, and economics; also the first place many think about when consid-

ering where they would like their work at this intersection to appear in print.

founded by co-editors Jonathan Riley (murphy institute & department of 

Philosophy) and former murphy institute faculty member gerald gaus (now 

James e. Rogers Professor of Philosophy, arizona), PPE appears four times 

annually. The center for ethics also hosts an annual PPE conference in new 

orleans, with papers first presented at the conference later revised and pub-

lished in the journal.

PPE provides a distinctive interdisciplinary forum for discussions and debates 

among philosophers, economists, and political scientists on issues that, to 

date, have included constitutional design, property rights, the morals of the 

market, the welfare state, population ethics, and the evolution of norms. 

according to Philip Pettit, (l.s. Rockefeller University Professor of Politics and 

human Values, Yale), the journal has made for a quick success because it 

“reflects recent developments better than established journals; it connects 

more effectively across disciplinary divides; and it has a greater freshness and 

sense of purpose.”
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     faculty fellowships and graduate fellowships. 

since the fall of 2002, the center has sponsored an 

international competition for faculty fellowships that 

has attracted applications from scholars not only from 

all over the United states, but also from argentina, 

australia, canada, france, germany and the United 

kingdom. The center’s four faculty fellows are in 

residence at Tulane for a full academic year, and —as 

you will see in the lead article of this issue of focus—

their presence as research scholars has helped to 

build and grow the University’s intellectual community 

in many ways. Their research constitutes the core of 

the center’s activities, with each fellow presenting at 

least one scholarly paper to the center’s faculty 

seminar. faculty fellows also invariably take back to 

their home institutions very positive pictures of 

Tulane and new orleans.

along with the faculty fellowships, the center also 

sponsors an annual graduate fellows Program 

designed primarily to support completion of disserta-

tions by Tulane graduate students working in the field 

of ethics and public affairs. graduate fellowship 

appointments at the center have not only helped 

Tulane doctoral students finish their degree work 

more quickly, they also have fostered remarkable suc-

cess in job placement.

since its founding, the center has funded nineteen 

faculty fellowships and twenty graduate fellowships. 

sixteen of the center’s past graduate fellows now 

have university faculty appointments.

    The faculty seminar. When the murphy institute 

requested partial funding from Tulane’s Wall fund to 

establish the center for ethics, we explained that the 

center would have several measurable positive out-

comes. To begin with, the center’s enhanced program 

support and publicity for Tulane faculty whose 

research and teaching already focused on issues in 

ethics and public affairs would lead to greater national 

and international academic recognition for the 

University. by bringing together faculty with compe-

tence in moral and political thought and those with 

competence in professional education, the center 

also would promote an understanding of ethics 

informed by both theory and practice.

We said, too, that the center would help to break 

down curricular barriers, which typically confine sys-

tematic discussion of ethics to specific courses in phi-

losophy and political thought or to designated courses 

in ethics in Tulane’s professional schools. and, finally, 

we said that, by encouraging and enhancing intellectual 

community, the center would end the geographical 

isolation of teachers and scholars of professional eth-

ics from other faculty who share their interests.

it is too early to say if we have accomplished all these 

purposes. What we do know, however, is that the 

center’s bi-monthly faculty seminar has come to play 

a central role in our effort to accomplish them. The 

faculty seminar, as you will see, is the place where 

the center does much of the work of encouraging and 

enhancing intellectual community at Tulane. it also has 

provided an important new source of support and 

publicity for Tulane faculty and graduate students 

whose research and teaching encompass moral and 

political philosophy and ethical issues in professional 

and public life.

over the course of the last six years, there have been 

54 individual meetings of the faculty seminar. and the 

names of visiting scholars who have presented papers 

at those meetings reads like a Who’s Who in contem-

porary moral and political philosophy and professional 

ethics: gary Pavela (duke); stephen macedo 

(Princeton); Thomas Pangle (chicago); Thomas hill 

(duke); ann e. Tenbrunsell (notre dame); dennis 

Thompson (harvard); Thomas Pogge (columbia); 

sharon lloyd (Usc); Joseph Raz (oxford); marcia 

baron (indiana); Joshua margolis (harvard); cheryl 

misak (Toronto); lawrie balfour (Virginia); stuart 

White (oxford). The list could go on.

other program activities at the center (and more 

details on those mentioned above) are described in 

the pages that follow. all Tulane faculty and staff affili-

ated with the center are very grateful to the Tulane 

murphy foundation for its continuing generous sup-

port during trying economic times.

Richard f. Teichgraeber iii, director

august, 2008
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does marriage have a distinctive moral significance? What do liberal 
principles of justice imply for marriage law in contemporary liberal societies? 
Should there be legal recognition of marriage at all?  These questions frame 
Elizabeth Brake’s current book on marriage in moral and political philosophy. 

“I argue that, from a liberal feminist perspective, a just law of marriage will be 
‘minimal,’” says Brake, “allowing individuals to select from a list of current 
marriage rights and responsibilities and exchange them with whomever they 
want.” With “minimal marriage,” Brake seeks to bring legal structure to 
personal relationships while removing much of marriage’s patriarchal 
structure. 

Same-sex marriage debates sparked Brake’s interest in the moral features of 
marriage, as they relate to its legal construction. “Marriage is widely regarded 
as having a distinctive moral value,” says Brake, “but, outside of specific 
religious doctrines, it’s not always clear what that value is.” At the Center for 
Ethics and Public Affairs, she sought to clarify that value. 

While Brake accepts the 18th-century German philosopher Immanuel Kant’s 
claim that institutions can be morally transformative, she rejects the idea that 
legal rights compel virtue—at least not in the short term. She also disagrees 
with contemporary marriage defenders who argue that coercive legal 
institutions can be justified by the virtue they purport to promote.  

For this project, Brake investigated interdisciplinary issues, such as legal 
theory (including the transfer of independent rights and responsibilities), the 
consequences of marriage law to women and the vulnerable (including 
children), and the economics of marriage markets. Brake’s work also 
incorporates the doctrine of liberal neutrality — that is, that treating citizens 
as equals requires the state to be neutral between competing reasonable moral 
and religious views.

Brake is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Calgary and has 
published articles on Kant, Hegel, and Rawls in venues like Ethical Theory and 
Moral Practice, Kantian Review, and Women’s Philosophy Review. While much of 
her work focuses on love, marriage, and feminism, she has also written about 
freedom in Dylan’s lyrics for Bob Dylan and Philosophy (2005).

Elizabeth Brake

“marriage is widely 

regarded as having a 

distinctive moral value, 

but outside of specific 

religious doctrines, it’s 

not always clear what 

that value is.”

FeLLowS 2008 -2009

FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S

RUTh abbeY  
University of Notre Dame

JennifeR cUlbeRT  
Johns Hopkins University

doUglas PoRTmoRe
Arizona State University

oliVeR sensen
Tulane University

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 

JennifeR beeRs
School of Liberal Arts (Philosophy)

RichaRd conWaY
School of Liberal Arts (History)

lisa singleTon
School of Liberal Arts (History)

FeLLowS 2007–2008 
FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S 
eliZabeTh bRake 
University of Calgary 

JonaThan PRiTcheTT 
Tulane University 

daVid shoemakeR 
Bowling Green State University 

sTeVen Wall 
Bowling Green State University 

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
maRla baskeRVille 
A.B. Freeman School of Business (Organizational 
Behavior) 

manUel gRaU 
School of Liberal Arts (Philosophy) 

maRk lenTZ 
School of Liberal Arts (History) 

FeLLowS 2006 –2007 
FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S 
Jill locke 
Gustavus Adolphus College 

kaRl WideRqUisT 
University of Reading 

daVid WeinsTein 
Wake Forest University 

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
shane coURTland 
School of Liberal Arts (Philosophy) 

(soPhY) qian Wang 
School of Liberal Arts (Philosophy) 

caTheRine Wilkins 
School of Liberal Arts (History) 
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profi les of faculty fel lows

jon pritchett did not have much trouble 
adjusting to New Orleans, Tulane, or the 
Center. After all, he has been in Tulane’s 
Department of Economics since 1985.    
The first-ever  Faculty Fellow from Tulane,  
Pritchett is driven mainly by empirical 
questions: How did the slave trade market 
operate? Where did these slaves reside before 
they were brought to New Orleans?

Since his area of research is the economic 
history of the American South, and the 
interregional slave trade in particular, New 
Orleans was the perfect setting for his 
sabbatical year. New Orleans, after all, was one 
of the primary centers of the U.S. slave trade. 

Pritchett spent a considerable portion of his 
fellowship year in the New Orleans Notarial 
Archives, since under French law all slave sales 
had to be notarized. Thankfully, the archives 
escaped flood damage during Hurricane 
Katrina, despite being in the basement of the 
Civil District Courthouse. In their new location 
on higher ground, Pritchett was also able to 
find certificates of origin for slaves sold in New 
Orleans after 1829.

Jon Pritchett
After taking a course in Geographic 
Information Systems mapping in the fall, 
Pritchett mapped the origin of the slaves sold 
in New Orleans. His intention now is to provide 
a quantitative, statistical analysis of slave 
sales—complementing the work done by 
historians in this field, such as Steven Deyle, 
Michael Tadman, Robert Gudmestad, and 
Walter Johnson.

Pritchett’s project complements three others he 
has underway: a co-authored article with 
Charles Calomaris and Larry Schweikart titled 

“Quantifying Political Events Surrounding Slavery, 
1830-1863”; a study of the incentive effects of 
delayed manumission, using a comparison 
between the prices of slaves held for life with 
the prices of term slaves (in the Baltimore, 
Maryland market); and an article (co-authored 
with Kevin Lander, a Tulane undergraduate), 
contending that “the pecuniary benefits of 
health care increased with the market value of 
the slave” in 1850s New Orleans. 

Pritchett first became interested in the 
economics of slavery at the University of 
Chicago, where he studied with Robert Fogel. 
He has since published articles in Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History, Journal of Applied 
Econometrics, and Explorations in Economic History.

The first-ever faculty fellow from Tulane, Pritchett is 

driven mainly by empirical questions: how did the slave 

trade market operate? Where did these slaves reside 

before they were brought to new orleans?
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bowling green state university encouraged david 
shoemaker to accept a Center Fellowship, so that he could 
get some significant research done before becoming Chair of 
the BGSU Philosophy Department. He is delighted he came.

“New Orleans is one of the greatest cities in the world,” 
Shoemaker said, “giving me something to look forward to at 
the end of the work day, along with providing much needed 
social and physical respite from the pure life of the mind.”

At the Center, Shoemaker surveyed the numerous strands 
alleged to exist between identity and ethics for a Broadview 
Press book and an entry for The Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy. He has come to believe, however, that “these alleged 
dependency strands between identity and ethics are mostly 
absent. There is usually some other non-identity relation doing 
the relevant work.” 

In other words, Shoemaker understands ethics to be grounded 
independently of the metaphysics of personal identity, despite 
what many philosophers have thought.

In developing this thesis, Shoemaker investigates both moral 
responsibility and bioethical issues (e.g., abortion, definition of 
death, and advanced directives)—building on the work of 
Derek Parfit (in Reasons and Persons) and discoveries in the 
field of applied ethics. 

Shoemaker also works on the nature of autonomy and moral 
responsibility. In a current paper, he defends the view that 
autonomy is a sufficient condition of moral responsibility from 
recent attacks by Susan Wolf. He is also developing a view of 
moral responsibility that accounts for those with certain 
cognitive disabilities. 

Shoemaker has twice been nominated for the 
American Philosophical Association Article 
Prize. His work has appeared in Law and 
Philosophy, Social Theory & Practice, Mind, and 
Ethics, among other journals. He also has a 
second book just out (in addition to the one 
under contract with Broadview Press) called 
Knowledge, Nature, and Norms (2008), which he 
co-edited with Mark Timmons.

FeLLowS 2005 –2006 
FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S 
RichaRd daggeR 
Arizona State University 

alison denham 
St. Anne’s College, Oxford University 

elaine sTeRnbeRg 
University of Leeds 

JonaThan qUong 
University of Manchester 

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
JonnY anomalY 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

Jill bRadleY 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Psychology) 

sUZanne chan-seRafin 
A.B. Freeman School of Business 

andRea hoUchaRd 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy)

FeLLowS 2004 –2005 
FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S 
eRica benneR
Central European University 

eRic caVelleRo
Southern Connecticut University 

JUlian lamonT
University of Queensland 

RobeRT Talisse 
Vanderbilt University 

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
hans gRUenig
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

William glod
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

Rebecca liVingsTone
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (History)

“... these alleged dependency strands 

between identity and ethics are 

mostly absent. There is usually some 

other non-identity relation doing the 

relevant work.” 

David W. Shoemaker
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like david shoemaker, steven wall hails 
from bowling green state university.  
At the Center, he worked to expand upon his 
book, Liberalism, Perfectionism and Restraint 
(1998), in which he argues that individual 
autonomy is a central component of a good 
human life. His current scholarship engages 
with normative democratic theory in order to 
further clarify his case for democratic perfec-
tionism. 

According to Wall, “many commentators today, 
both academic and non-academic, tend to 
overstate the virtues of democratic govern-
ment.” His more skeptical approach does not 
rely on one master argument to justify democ-
racy. “Instead,” says Wall, “it identifies a range 
of considerations that provide support for 
democratic government, but argues that none 
of these considerations on their own can 
vindicate democracy.”

Wall believes the classical conception of 
political authority is morally justified if it 
successfully executes three loosely defined 
tasks: enforcing justice, providing public goods, 
and encouraging good behavior while discour-
aging bad. Consequently, it “inclines toward an 
instrumentalist approach in assessing political 
decision-making procedures” and not necessar-
ily toward democratic political institutions. 

A purely instrumentalist approach, however, 
does not allow for some of the advantages of 
democratic government: namely that participa-
tion engages an important aspect of freedom, 
promotes virtue and self-development, and 
supports the ideal of equal treatment. Wall 
argues that “none of these arguments, taken 
on their own, can justify political institutions,” 
but taken together they emerge as a normative 
ideal, not just a decision-making instrument. 

Steven Wall

“The principal function of government,” says 
Wall, “is to assist people in leading valuable 
lives.  To discharge this function successfully,  
a government may need to favor some ways of 
living and discourage others because some are 
judged to be objectively better than others.”  
According to Wall, acceptance of these claims 
commits one to perfectionism—although some 
measure of democratic restraint is necessary to 
account for the unfair treatment of minority 
groups.   

Wall has co-edited two books, Reasons for Acting 
(with David Sobel, forthcoming) and 
Perfectionism and Neutrality: Essays in Liberal 
Theory (with George Klosko, 2003); published 
articles in Ethics, Law and Philosophy, and The 
Journal of Political Philosophy; and contributed a 
chapter (“Perfectionism in Politics: A Defense”) 
to Contemporary Debates in Political Philosophy. He 
was also awarded a Laurance S. Rockefeller 
Fellowship at Princeton University’s Center for 
the Study of Human Values in 2002-2003.

“many commentators 

today, both academic and 

non-academic, tend to 

overstate the virtues of 

democratic government.”
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profi les of graduate fel lows
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e Are expressions of sexuality at work harmful or beneficial to women? Baskerville believes that 
such expressions “may influence objective and interpersonal outcomes differently,” 
depending on the context. The more sexualized the environment, according to Baskerville, 
the more likely sexualized behavior from women will negatively affect their objective 
outcomes (e.g., promotions)—even if their likeability rises. 

Rather than follow the path of extant literature, centering on sexual harassment, Baskerville 
focuses on “those engaging in, rather than receiving, sexualized behaviors.” She challenges 
the common assumption that women can use sex to gain an advantage, citing gender 
differences in earnings for men and women holding the same position. 

Since organizational leadership is often associated with masculine characteristics, the display 
of women’s sexuality (if it is perceived as feminine) leads to diminished leadership 
expectations and opportunities. In fact, these women may not be taken seriously at all.  

In addition to surveying literature in her field, Baskerville arranged two field studies—one at 
a private southern university and the other focusing on female lawyers from different firms. 
The first confirmed many of her hypotheses; the second is still in progress. 

Baskerville’s dissertation, “Sexuality as a Double-Edged Sword: The Relationship between 
Expressions of Sexuality, Positive Mood, Interpersonal Relationships, and Objective Work 
Outcomes among Women,” was co-chaired by Adrienne Colella in the A.B. Freeman School 
of Business and Arthur Brief, George S. Eccles Chair in Business Ethics and Presidential 
Professor, University of Utah.

This fall Baskerville moves to Boston, where she has a tenure-track appointment as Assistant 
Professor of Management at Northeastern University.

Visit The center for ethics and Public affairs
at the murphy institute website 
          m u r p h y . t u l a n e . e d u
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Classical logic accepts the Law of Excluded Middle: Every proposition is either true or false. 
Intuitionistic logic rejects that law, but maintains its double negation: There is no proposition 
that is not true or false. 

Intuitionist logicians believe, in other words, that the outcomes of some propositions simply 
aren’t yet determined.  

Grau is building a system of logic in which there are propositions that are not true or false.

“The motivation for such a system,” says Grau, “is that a discourse about paradoxes or 
propositions that are provably undecidable just can’t be represented with classical or 
intuitionistic logic. Consider Goldbach’s Conjecture—that every even number larger than two 
is the sum of two primes. What if somebody proves not that the conjecture is true or false, but 
that it is improvable and irrefutable?”     

According to Carnap’s Principle of Tolerance, different content calls for different systems of 
logic. While classical logic is well-suited for realism (everything is true or false, as dictated by 
the outside world), Grau believes that his model provides important flexibility for content that 
is unusual. Truth, he and intuitionist logicians argue, is only that of which we have proof.  

Grau’s working title is “Less than Minimal: A Logic Weaker than Minimal Logic” and he is 
advised by Graeme Forbes, former Tulane Philosophy Professor now at University of 
Colorado, Boulder.
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In 1792, in the city of Mérida, an assassin threw a spear into a carriage and killed Lucas de 
Galvez, Yucatan’s Spanish Intendant. Twenty years of trials and appeals followed, all of which 
seemed to reveal a complicated power struggle between the priests and friars and Spanish 
colonizers, with the Maya majority deeply involved in the entire process.

Yucatan historians typically depict a sharply divided society in which ethnic background 
determined one’s station in life and social network—Maya in rural areas, Spaniards in cities. 
Lentz’s research suggests things worked differently. 

On his reading, the survival of Yucatec Maya language and culture, resistance of clergy to 
reduced privileges, and Yucatan’s distance from Spain (and proximity to British and French 
territories) made for a uniquely integrated society and contentious legal framework. 

Lentz uses court cases to illustrate that Mérida’s upper class, in particular, was not united. 
They used household identity, fictive kin ties such as godparenthood and compadrazgo, 
religion, work-related ties, and common language to form interethnic, multi-class factions 
and galvanize political support against their rivals. 

Since 2003, Lentz has conducted research in Seville, Mexico City, and Yucatan (with the 
benefit of a few History Department Summer Research Grants). Lentz completed his 
dissertation, “Murder in Mérida, 1792: Factions, Violence, and the Law in Yucatan,” under the 
direction of Professor Susan Schroeder in the History Department. 

This fall Lentz begins a tenure-track position as Assistant Professor in the Department of 
History & Geography at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette.
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oCtoBer 5 ,  2007
 e l i Z a b e T h  b R a k e   

associate Professor of Philosophy, University  
of calgary, and center faculty fellow 
An Argument for ‘Minimal Marriage’

oCtoBer 19,  2007  

s T e V e n  W a l l  

associate Professor of Philosophy,  
bowling green state University,  
and center faculty fellow 
 Democracy and Respect

NoveMBer 9 ,  2007 

 d a V i d  s h o e m a k e R  

 associate Professor of Philosophy,  
bowling green state University,  
and center faculty fellow 
Responsibility without Identity

NoveMBer 30,  2007 

T h o m a s  h i l l  
kenan Professor of Philosophy,  
University of north carolina, chapel hill 
 Torture and Kantian Values

JANuAry 25,  2008  

m i c h a e l  R o s e n 

Professor of government, harvard University 
‘The Shibboleth of All Empty-Headed 
Moralists ’ :� The Place of Dignity in Ethics 
and Politics

FeBruAry 8 ,  2008 

 R i c h a R d  a R n e s o n 

Professor of Philosophy, University of  
california, san diego 
Luck Egalitarianism:� A Primer

FeBruAry 22,  2008 

 m i c h a e l  e .  Z i m m e R m a n 

Professor of Philosophy and director,  
center for humanities and the arts,  
University of colorado, boulder 
The Singularity :� A Crucial Phase in  
Divine Self-Actualization ?

FeBruAry 29,  2008 
e d W a R d  m c c l e n n e n 

Professor of Philosophy, syracuse University 
Rational Bargaining

MArCH 7,  2008 

 R e x  m a R T i n

Professor of Philosophy, University of kansas 
The Social Recognition Thesis :� 
Constitutional Rights and Human Rights
 

MArCH 11,  2008  

l a U R e n c e  k o T l i k o f f

Professor of economics, boston University 
 On the General Relativity of Fiscal Language

APriL 11 ,  2008  

c h e s h i R e  c a l h o U n

Professor of Philosophy, arizona state University 
What Good is Commitment ?

APriL 25 ,  2008 

 g a R Y  W a T s o n 

Professor of Philosophy, University of  
california, Riverside 
The Trouble with Psychopaths
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SePteMBer 27,  2007
 s i m o n e  b a T e m a n

senior Researcher in sociology, centre de Recherche 
sens, ethique, société, centre national de la 
Recherche scientifique and Université Paris descartes  
Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research :� Scientif ic 
Inquiry and Ethical Controversy

JANuAry 17,  2008
s T e V e n  k U h n

Professor of Philosophy, georgetown University
 Morality, Social Pressure, and Advocacy Games

le
ct

ur
es

g e o f f R e Y  b R e n n a n

australian national University
PPE :� Some Ref lections

f R e d  d ’ a g o s T i n o

University of queensland
 From the Organization to the 
Division of Cognitive Labor

d o U g l a s  m a c l e a n

 University of north carolina
Preferences and Norms

conferences

h a R T m U T  k l i e m T

 frankfurt school of finance and management
 PPE as Hobbesian Life Science

a l a n  h a m l i n

University of manchester
PPE as a Research Program

MArCH 28-29, 2008

FeBruAry 21,  2008
J a m e s  b l a i R

 chief, Unit on affective cognitive 
neuroscience in the mood and anxiety 

disorders Program, national institute of 
mental health, national institutes of health

Emotional Outcomes, Moral Decision 
Making and Psychopathy

MArCH 6,  2008 
e R i c  V a n  Y o U n g

Professor of history, University  
of california, san diego

Was Mexico’s Greatest 19th-Century 
Conservative a Trimmer ? :�  

Lucas Alamán and the Law

p h o t o  b y  t a m a r a  G r a y s o n

PPe CoNFereNCe: 
oN tHe DiviSioN oF LABor AND 
SCieNtiFiC/eCoNoMiC iNquiry
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According to Martyn 
Thompson, Associate 
Professor of Political Science, 

“The format of the Center for 
Ethics Faculty Seminar offers 
the closest approximation our 
mundane modernity can offer 
to the glorious satisfactions  
(I always imagine) of a 
Socratic symposium.”

The Faculty Seminar

Naturally, a seminar of this 
kind—which first began meeting in the fall of 
2002—does not assemble of its own accord. 
Behind the scenes, Teichgraeber and Assistant 
Director Meg Keenan go to great lengths to 
ensure that meetings of the Faculty Seminar 
run seamlessly. 

To begin with, applications to the Center for 
appointments as Graduate Fellow and Faculty 
Fellow must be assembled and reviewed. “In 
the case of faculty fellowships,” said 
Teichgraeber, “we look for promising scholars 
who have interests in common, but the main 
concern is the quality of individual applicants.” 

Competition for Faculty Fellowships is open to 
scholars around the world, and the competition 
is keen.  In 2007-08, the proportion of awards 
to applicants was approximately one in ten.

The main object of discussion at each seminar 
meeting is a scholarly paper distributed to all 
participants well in advance. While Tulane 
faculty regularly present papers, the bulk of 
presentations come from Faculty Fellows and 
from visitors invited by Tulane faculty and the 
Faculty Fellows. Each Fellow is invited to 

handpick one eminent scholar whose work is 
germane to his or her own research project. 
So seminar discussions are often enriched by 
the thematic and methodological intercon-
nectedness. 

Because all participants are expected to read 
papers in advance of the seminar meeting, 
initial presentations are limited to fifteen or 
twenty minutes. The format is designed to 
leave ample time for a full airing of arguments 
presented in the papers.

As moderator, Teichgraeber manages a queue 
of questioners and makes sure discussions 
don’t devolve into an intellectual free-for-all. 

“Philosophers in particular tend to be pretty 
forceful in voicing their disagreements,” said 
Teichgraeber. “I suppose you could say I’m 
there to encourage all participants to speak 
their minds, without making their differences 
personal. And that’s almost always the way 
things go.”

What’s the immediate purpose of the Center’s 
Faculty Seminar?  To examine arguments 
made in the papers in great detail, according 
to Bruce Brower, Associate Professor of 
Philosophy.   Who benefits?  “For graduate 
students,” answered Brower, “ the give-and-
take of the faculty seminar gives them a 
clearer sense of how the profession really 
works; for visitors, it provides worthwhile 
feedback; for those of us attending, it provides 
high-level discussion and provokes our own 
thought if we happen to be working in the 
area,” said Brower. “For those who attend regu-
larly, the seminars also provide a background 
set of arguments and ideas to which we can 
refer in our teaching and research.”

Intellectual Inspiration and Truth

It is hard to tell who benefits most from the 
seminars: presenters or participants. 
According to Brower, presenters usually leave 
with better understanding of the strengths 
and weaknesses of their arguments. Most 
participants leave with new knowledge and 
inspiration for their own work. Others think 
the rigorous intellectual exercise provided by 
the faculty seminar its own reward.

“Hearing Oliver [Sensen]’s paper [about Kant 
and the problem of dignity] and listening to 
him respond to the many questions and 
counter-arguments that ensued was a bit like 
watching Roger Federer play tennis at 
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Wimbledon,” said Sam Ramer, Associate 
Professor of History. “I went away determined 
to attend as many of these seminars as possible 
if only because they did so much to remind me 
that the life of the mind was the reason that I 
originally chose to enter the academy.”

Alison Denham, Associate Professor of 
Philosophy, appreciates how the seminars bring 
together faculty from different institutions and 
disciplines (Political Theory, Philosophy, 
Economics, History, Literature, and Psychology) 
to “pursue questions lying at the intersection.” 
According to her, “It is a unifying activity—
socially and intellectually.” 

“It is nice to have theoretical and philosophical 
conversation that is not governed by a particu-
lar school or shared set of assumptions, other 
than dedication to finding the truth,” 
remarked Richard Velkley, Celia Scott 
Weatherhead Professor of Philosophy.  

Professional Preparedness and Connections 

For the Center’s Graduate Fellows, joining in 
the intellectual gymnastics at Center seminars 
can be a bit daunting. But they understand it is 
part of what professional academic life is all 
about.  Former Graduate Fellow and historian 
Catherine Wilkins says her participation left 
her better prepared for “the types of informed 
questions that might be expected at a job talk 
or academic conference.”  

The quality of seminars is notable, but so is the 
quantity. Over the last several years, Tulane 
faculty members have been exposed to a 
remarkable number of leading scholars work-
ing in their fields—more so than they would 
have encountered at most peer institutions.  
The Center’s Faculty Seminar and Faculty 
Fellowship program has attracted scholars not 
only from throughout the United States, but 
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also from Australia, Canada, France, Germany, 
and the United Kingdom.

“I have had access to the latest research,” 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy Oliver Sensen 
said, “and I’ve also spent a great deal of time 
with major figures who are doing that work.”  
As a result of his seminar comments and 
questions, Sensen adds, he also has been 
quoted in books and secured new contribu-
tions to a collection of essays he is editing for 
publication.  

Denham also plans to take advantage of 
seminar connections she made this year. Of 
NIH psychologist James Blair’s presentation on 
the developmental bases of anti-social and 
psychopathic personalities, Denham said, “His 
experimental work has fascinating implica-
tions for questions in ethics that philosophers 
have long pursued from the armchair.”  She 
hopes to collaborate with Blair in the future 
on an NIH grant and expects that both Blair 
and Cheshire Calhoun (who presented a paper 
on the “good” of commitment) will appear in 
her own bibliographies in the coming year.  

Tulane’s Academic Stature

Tulane University’s academic reputation also 
has benefited from having the likes of 
Columbia’s Joseph Raz and Penn’s Sam 
Freeman present their work in the Faculty 
Seminar. Visits by such high-profile scholars 
serve to draw other leading scholars to campus 
and make the University more attractive to 
potential hires.

“There is no question that visiting presenters 
bring back to their home institutions a very, 
very positive picture of Tulane, and that is 
good for the Philosophy Department, the 
Center for Ethics, and the University,” said 
Brower. “A senior seminar presenter recently 
told me that the seminar presented the best 
question-and-answer session she had ever had.” 

Teichgraeber shared a similar sentiment: 
“Since its inception, the Faculty Seminar has 
hosted dozens of the leading names working in 
the fields of ethics, moral philosophy, and 
political theory. Add their names to the now 
long list of outstanding scholars we have had 
in residence as Faculty Fellows, and you will 
understand why the Center for Ethics is one of 
Tulane’s great academic success stories.”
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HoNorS & AwArDS BookS

RichaRd daggeR (Faculty Fellow, 
2005-2006) has accepted a new position 
at Rhodes College in Memphis, where he 
will be Professor of Political Science and 
Director of the Search for Values in the 
Light of Western History and Religion 
Program.

maRY olson, Associate Professor of 
Economics was selected to serve on a 
Special Emphasis Panel for the Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) 
in April 2007 that was charged with 
evaluating the applications for proposed 
Centers for Education and Research in 
Therapeutics, known as CERTs.  The 
CERTs program is a national initiative to 
conduct research and provide education 
that advances the optimal use of 
therapeutics (i.e., drugs, medical devices, 
and biological products). The AHRQ, 
which is part of the US Department of 
Health and Human Services, subsequently 
awarded $41.6 million to 10 research 
centers and a new coordinating center 
based on these evaluations

OLIVER SENSEN, Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy, was awarded the Graduate 
Studies Student Association Faculty 
Teaching Award for the School of Liberal 
Arts in the fall of 2007, for excellence in 
graduate teaching in the academic year 
2006-2007.

MARTyN THOMPSON, Associate 
Professor of Political Science, gave the 
Presidential Address at an international 
conference on Michael Oakeshott’s 
practical philosophy at the Friedrich-
Schiller University in Jena, Germany  
in December of 2007.

DAVID WEINSTEIN, Professor of 
Philosophy, Wake Forest University, and 
Spring 2006 Center Faculty Fellow is the 
recipient of a Fulbright Senior Lecturer 
and Researcher Fellowship, The Simon 
Dubnow-Institute, University of Leipzig, 
Germany, for Spring-Summer 2009.

ERICA BENNER, Visiting 
Fellow, Department of History, 
yale University, and 2005-
2006 Center Faculty Fellow, 
has just completed a new 
book, Machiavelli’s Ethics, 
to be published by Oxford 
University Press.

Professor of Philosophy, 
RONNA BURGER’S book, 
Aristotle’s Dialogue 
with Socrates:� On the 
Nicomachean Ethics, will 
be published by the University 
of Chicago Press in June of 
2008.  Her Encounters and 
Reflections (University of 
Chicago Press, 2003)  
appeared in 2008 in  
a Chinese translation. 

ALISON DENHAM, Associate 
Professor of Philosophy, and 
2005-2006 Faculty Fellow, has 
a new book forthcoming from 
Palgrave MacMillan in 2008: 
Plato on Art:� Classic and 
Contemporary Readings.

DAVID SHOEMAkER, 
Associate Professor of 
Philosophy, Bowling Green 
State University, and 2007-
2008 Center Faculty Fellow, 
published Knowledge, 
Nature, and Norms, 
written and edited with 
Mark Timmons (Wadsworth 
Publishing, 2008).

ROBERT TALISSE, Associate 
Professor of Philosophy, 
Vanderbilt University, and 
2004-2005 Center Faculty 
Fellow, has a new book, 
Democracy and Moral 
Conflict forthcoming from 
Cambridge University Press  
in 2009.

<

<
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FeLLowS 2003 –2004 
FAC u Lt y  F e L L ow S 
UlRike heUeR
University of Leeds 

gUido Pincione
Universidad Torcuato Di Tella 

leif WenaR 
University of Sheffield 
FAC u Lt y  A F F i L i At e 
JennifeR meRchanT
Université de Paris II 

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
benJamin cRoWe 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

JUlinna oxleY 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

kRisTen smiTh-cRoWe 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Psychology) 

chRisTY sUmich 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (History) 

FeLLowS 2002–2003 
v i S i t i N G  P r o F e S S o r S 
chandRan kUkaThas 
University of Utah 

denis c. mUelleR 
University of Vienna

G r A D u At e  F e L L ow S 
maTheW obeRRiedeR 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Philosophy) 

michael Redman 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (History) 

eliZabeTh UmPhRess 
A.B. Freeman School of Business
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Faculty 
Fellowships 
2009–10

The Center for Ethics and Public Affairs at 
the Murphy Institute at Tulane University 
announces residential Faculty Fellowships 
for the 2009-2010 academic year. These 
fellowships, made possible by funds from 
the Tulane Murphy Foundation, are 
available to support outstanding faculty 
whose teaching and research focus on 
ethics, political theory, political 
philosophy, or questions of moral choice 
in areas such as, but not restricted to, 
business, government, economics, law, or 
medicine. While fellows will participate in 
conferences and seminars organized by 
the Center, they will be expected to 
devote most of their time to conducting 
their own research.  Stipends will vary in 
accordance with individual circumstance, 
and will include a research allowance as 
well as a monthly housing supplement.  
Center Faculty Fellowships are open to 
all, regardless of citizenship. 
 
Further information about the Fellowships 
and applications may be obtained from the 
Center for Ethics and Public Affairs 
website at 
http://murphy.tulane.edu/center/
 
or requested by contacting: 
The Center for Ethics 
and Public Affairs 
Murphy Institute
108 Tilton Hall, Tulane University 
New Orleans, LA 70118
504. 862-3236 tel
504. 862.8360 fax
mkeenan@tulane.edu
 
Applications must be received by 
November 17, 2008.
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